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Obelisk Foam Plotter is a compact, easy-to-use and 
efficient system for making 3D figures, profile letters and 
decorations in ultralight and cost-effective polystyrene 
(XPS or EPS).

Precise and silent 
Obelisk cuts precisely and silently with the help of a 
heating wire, completely without odor or smoke. It 

Creative your imagination sets the limits
Innovative simple yet proven technology in a new format
Profitable small investment, low material cost

 - Cut letters and figures in 
polystyren

 - Paint, top with foil or print with 
UV printer

 - Signs can be illuminated 
internally with LED

 - Install with double-sided 
adhesive tape or with glue

 - Foam signs can be installed 
indoors and outdoors

Key features

Obelisk Foam Plotter

Unleash your creativity with the 
Obelisk Foam Plotter. Make 3D signs, 
channel letters and free form objects 
in polystyrene.

requires minimal space. This makes Obelisk easy to place, 
even in the small office. 

Profitable signmaking 
With Obelisk Foam Plotter, you produce signs, profile 
letters and cut-out text and graphics with a low material 
cost that provides opportunities for good margins.
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MODEL Obelisk NEXT 2020

PART NUMBER 1099

MAXIMUM SHEET SIZE 1300 x 600 x 170 mm

TOTAL HEIGHT 1600 mm

WIDTH INC CUTTING HEAD 1150 mm

WIDTH EXCL CUTTING HEAD 500 mm

DEPTH 400 mm

WEIGHT 48 kg

VOLTAGE 230 V

POWER 0,2 A - 40 W

LENGTH CUTTING WIRE 200 mm

CUTTING SPEED 3 - 12 mm/sek

MACHINE FEETS yes - adjustable

SOFTWARE included

WARRANTY 1 year limited warranty

PACKAGE 180 x 45 x 78 cm, 63kg

Cutting with a hot wire 
The cutting technology is based on a hot wire that melts 
its way through the polystyrene with exact precision. We 
call the cutting wire ”hot wire”, but it is actually colder than 
a regular iron.

Software included
Obelisk Foam Plotter comes with cutting software 
included. The cutting program supports importing 
vector objects from your standard design program such 
as Adobe Illustrator, CorelDraw, SignLab and more and 
supports import from the file formats PLT and DXF.

Cutting paths are created automatically and make 
manufacturing as easy as using a traditional cutting 
plotter. 

 - Several editing options

 - Creates cutting paths automatically

 - Simulation of cutting path, shows time and total cutting 
length

 - Free updates included

 - Support for Microsoft Windows XP and later.

Illuminated 
and non-
illuminated 
signs. Indoors 
and outdoors.

AddExport Sweden AB is the general agent and  
distributor for Obelisk Foam Plotter

AddExport Sweden AB
Gustav Lovéns Gata 20, Karlstad 
hello@obeliskfoamplotter.com 
+46-54-444-2850


